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Reviewer's report:

I enjoyed reading this revision, as it was easy to follow.

I have a few discretionary comments.

1. Whilst patient therapy (and response to it) is not the focus of the article, it is nevertheless of interest to clinical readers and helps place this Case Report within a clinical context. I felt this information became ’buried’ by including it only in Figure 1. It should have been included in the main text.

2. Background. Regarding the statement 'MODY ...(has a)..clinical appearance similar to type 2 diabetes', maybe a better statement would be that there is overlap in the clinical characteristics of both conditions.

3. Determination of diabetes related antibodies. The Table indicates that GAD, ICA and IA2 were measured but the text (page 4 first paragraph) also mentions tyrosine phosphatase and insulin antibodies. Consistency of terminology and reporting would reduce the potential for confusion.

4. Results section - first line on Page 5. There is discussion about diabetic complications during pregnancy. Am assuming these are obstetric diabetic complications rather than traditional non pregnancy related complications? This sentence was confusing and could be reworded.

5. Page 6, first paragraph; 'Temporal decrease in triglycerides to 4.5mmol/L'. I did not follow what was meant by this as I could not find a value that equated to 4.5mmol/L in Table 2.
6. It was not clear to me whether Patient 1 and Patient 2 omitted their anti-diabetic therapy prior to their OGTT and the lipid tolerance tests. (Apologies in advance if I missed this within the text). Clarification of this, perhaps as a footnote after the Tables, would help with interpretation of the Tables.
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